
Community Service Time! 

 
Celebrate Earth Day the way the Metro Parrot Head Club has done for the past 26 years. Join 
us for the Spring Road Clean-Up or our adopted road, Route 114 in East Hampton on 
Saturday, April 27th. 
 
Let's see if we can get at least 27 METROs help us kick off our 27th year of service. 
 
We'll gather in the parking lot of the King Kullen Supermarket in the Bridgehampton 
Commons at 10 AM. Then it's off to the road where orange (is the new black) litter bags and 
pointy sticks will be handed out and road sections to clean will be assigned. Always the high-
light of the day. 
 
After we're done, we'll gather by the "Adopt a Highway - METRO Parrot Head Club" sign for a 
group photo. Then it's off to the Clubhouse in East Hampton for some "Cajun martinis and 
afternoon mini-golf”. 
 
To reserve your pointy stick and trashbag. Respond to metrojoe@optonline.net 
 

Concert Tickets 

 
Our concert tickets have arrived.  Now it’s a matter of completing the seat assignments (not 
as easy as one would think - unfortunately we did not receive 175 aisle seats), stuffing 
envelopes and the going postal.  You can expect to have those fun tickets in your pockets 
buy the end of the week. 
 
If you prefer to cut out the middle man and have the tickets handed directed to you, come to 
the road clean up. When you RSVP for the clean-up, let me know that, in addition to picking 
up litter, you want to pick up your concert tickets too. metrojoe@optonline.net 
 

Concert Tickets, Part Deux  

 
There are a few extra Club tickets that are available to the concert at Jones Beach on August 
8.  If you missed the deadline to request tickets or if you have ordered tickets but find that 
you need a few more, let me know.  metrojoe@optonline.net 
 

NYC Happy Hour 

 
NYC Phlocking 
Friday, April 26th 
Time:  4:00 - ? 
Place:  Bryant Park 
Southwest Porch at Bryant Park 
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